The Ptrrmax is calculated by repeating and carrying out the power flow calculation every transaction route, amount of transaction, and assumed fault branch. Therefore, very long time is needed for Ptrmax calculation in a large-scale power system. Then the neural network which has an off-line training function is effective for calculation of Ptrmax. Ptrmax is estimated by using the neural network in an instant.
The ATC estimation system shown in Fig.1 is proposed. The estimation system has m units corresponding to base load and n units corresponding to assumed fault branch in the input layer. The input layer has m+n units in total. The '1' is given to the fault branch and the '0' is given to other branches. The estimation system has one unit corresponding to Ptrmax. The simulations of estimation of the ATC from viewpoint of power system transient stability were carried out like the foregoing paragraph for IEEJ WEST10-machine system shown in Figure 2 . The distributed generators that PPS owns are contained in G11 and the consumer that contracted a transaction with PPS is contained in L11. It is assumed that power transaction is performed from G11 to L11. The estimated results are shown in Table 1 . The estimated and true ATC are almost equal. The average of absolute error estimated samples is 0.12 and ATC was estimated with sufficient accuracy. Furthermore, I examined the reduction of calculation time at learning by using the transient stability index. 
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